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Abstract
Based on �nite element method, we develop a model of the induced geoelectric �eld (IGF) occurring in
land-sea boundary regions during large geomagnetic �eld disturbances. The model is used �rst to study
the effects of the changes in the lithospheric conductivity, ionospheric current, and ocean depth on the
distribution of IGF in a typical land-sea boundary region. The results show that the changes in the
lithospheric conductivity and ionospheric current (frequency, magnitude and direction) have major effects
and ocean depth has minor effect on IGF in coastal areas. Then by incorporating a realistic 3-D
conductivity variation of Jiaodong Peninsula (JDP) in China obtained from measured data, the model is
used to simulate the IGF variation in JDP covering its land-sea boundaries for east-west and north-south
ionospheric currents. The results show a new aspect that extremely large IGF development on the land
side of the coastal bay areas perpendicular to the currnet compared to plane coastal areas. The results
can stimulate detailed investigations of IGF (and GIC, geomagnetically induced current) in coastal areas.

Key Points
Finite element method is used to model the effects on IGF of the changes in coastal conductivity,
ionospheric current and ocean depth.

The changes in the conductivity and ionospheric current and frequency are found to be the major
factors affecting IGF in coastal areas.

The IGF modeled using the observed conductivity values in coastal bay areas are over twice as
strong as in plane areas.

Plain Language Summary
During space weather, the high-energy solar wind with frozen-in magnetic �eld interact with the Earth’s
magnetosphere-ionosphere system, causing violent �uctuations in the geomagnetic �eld and induced
geoelectric �eld (IGF) and geomagnetically induced current (GIC) in ground-based

systems especially in coastline areas. IGF and GIC increase the reactive power loss of power
transmission systems and even cause transformer failure. It has therefore been important to investigate
the effects on IGF of the changes in coastal conductivity, ionospheric current frequency and strength, and
ocean depth in sea-land boundaries. In this paper, using a newly developed conductivity model we �rst
investigate the effects of these changes on IGF in a typical sea-land boundary and then study the IGF
variation in the coastal area of Jiaodong Peninsula in China using observed conductivities. The results
show a new aspect that IGF in bay boundaries are over twice as strong as in plane boundaries.

1 Introduction
Large geomagnetic disturbances caused by solar storms such as ICMEs (interplanetary coronal mass
ejections) are known to produce induced geoelectric �eld (IGF) in the earth, ocean and other conducting
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media. IGF causes geomagnetically induced current (GIC) �ow in the electrical loop formed by the utility
systems such as electric power grids, telecommunication networks, etc. and the earth. The systems get
damaged when GIC exceeds their tolerance limit (Wang, 2003; Kappaenman, 1996, 2003;Wang et al.,
2021)[1-3].

GIC is generally strong at high latitudes due to the strong geomagnetic �eld there undergoing large and
violent changes during space weather events. Many GIC related utility system damages happened in the
high latitude regions such as Northern Europe and North America during severe space weather events. For
example, the event on 13 March 1989 damaged the Quebec power transformer causing power outage for
over �ve million people for over nine hours (Kappaenman & Albertson, 1990; Pulkkinen et al., 2005). In
recent years, China, Australia, New Zealand, Japan and other countries in middle and low latitudes have
also experienced GIC infringements in power grids (Cui et al., 2010; Wu & Liu., 2013; Liu et al., 2016;
Marshall et al., 2013; Clilverd et al., 2020; Shigeru et al., 2018). Studies also found that coastal areas are
more prone to GIC impacts than inland areas. For example, in December 2006, signi�cant levels of GIC
were detected in the Guangdong Lingao and Jiangsu Shanghe substations in China. Comparative studies
during the event showed that the GIC level in the lower latitude substation (Guangdong Lingao) was
larger than that in the higher latitude substation (Jiangsu Shanghe) (Liu et al., 2009) due to the "coast
effect". That is, the electrical conductivity in coastal areas (Guangdong Lingao) are stronger and more
complex than in inland areas (Jiangsu Shanghe) (Fernberg et al., 2007).

Though the main cause of IGF is solar storms such as ICMEs, the distribution of IGF in the earth depends
on the electrical properties of the earth. Studying the in�uence of the electrical structure of the earth on
the distribution of IGF is therefore the key to assess the GIC level in power grids, which have been
undertaken by many scienti�c groups. In the earlier calculations of IGF distribution, scientists have used
the plane wave method (Viljanen et al., 2006) and complex image method (Pulkkinen et al., 2007). These
methods considered the earth as a horizontally layered one-dimensional structure and ignored the lateral
changes of earth’s conductivity. The methods therefore are not suitable for calculating the IGF distribution
in coastal areas having large lateral conductivity changes.

Recently, scientists have used two-dimensional earth conductivity models to calculate the IGF generated
in coastal areas. It is found that IGF has increased greatly in the land area up to about 50km away from
the sea-land interface. This has been explained in terms of the coastal effect, that is, the distribution of
IGF is greatly affected by the lateral change of the earth's conductivity (Olsen & Kuvshinov, 2004; Gilbert,
2005). Liu et al. (2016; 2017) developed an one-dimensional (1-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) geodetic
conductivity models for the local area along the coast of Guangdong Lingao, and calculated the IGF
during the super the geomagnetic storm on November 9, 2004. The accuracy of the GIC value calculated
by the 3D model of IGF is 18% higher than that by the 1D model. But there is still a gap of 12% compared
with the measured data (Liu et al., 2016; 2017). The reason for the difference between the 3D model and
data may be due to the insu�cient �tting of the Earth’s electrical structure.
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In this article, we use an effective numerical calculation method - the �nite element method - to develop a
3D earth conductivity model in the sea-land boundary region and calculate the geomagnetic �eld and IGF.
The �nite element method has a very wide range of applications in successfully re�ecting the structural
relationship of complex materials and calculations in the �eld of electromagnetic �elds. It has better
performance than other numerical calculation methods in dealing with complex free boundary
conditions. Since the complex geodetic conductivity model involves the connections of many boundaries
of different conductivity regions, the free boundary conditions are very complicated. The �nite element
method can well solve the problem of handling these free boundary conditions. The 3D model is used
�rst to study the effects of lithospheric conductivity, ionospheric current (frequency, magnitude and
direction), and ocean depth on the distribution of IGF in a typical land-sea boundary region. Then the 3D
model is extended to construct a conductivity model for the land-sea boundary area of the Jiaodong
Peninsula (JDP) in China by using the measured data of the geological environment of Jiaodong
Peninsula (JDP). The 3D model is uded to simulate the distribution of IGF in JDP under east-west and
north-south currents.

2 Mathematical Model Of Igf
As mentioned above, we use the �nite element method to develop a mathematical model of the induced
geoelectric �eld (IGF). Two assumptions (Honkonen et al., 2018) are used in the model. (1) Rotation and
curvature of the earth are ignored and modeling and analysis are performed in Cartesian coordinate
system. (2) The magnetic permeability in all solution domains is assumed to be the vacuum magnetic
permeability µ0 (= 4π × 10−7H/m). The assumptions are valid for calculating IGF especially in local areas
such as JDP.

Figure 1 illustrates the IGF mathematical model. The whole solution domain Ω is divided into the
conductor area Ω1, non-conductor area Ω2, and interface Γ. The conductor area Ω1 is composed of the
conductive earth, sea water and other geological structures. The non- conductor area Ω2 is composed of
air and ionospheric current source Js. The interface Γ between Ω1 and Ω2 is the surface of the earth
shown by the horizontal line. en is a unit vector normal to the interface Γ directed from Ω1 to Ω2. Based
on the physical properties of the electromagnetic �eld, properties of the medium and boundary
constraints, the �nite element method is used �rst to mesh the solution domain, that is, divide the domain
into sub-units. Then, re�ne the mesh at the interface where the electrical conductivity changes greatly,
and coarsen the mesh at the areas where the electrical conductivity is uniform.

In order to simplify the calculation of the three-dimensional geoelectric �eld, the vector magnetic potential
→A and scalar magnetic potential ϕ are used as the functions to be calculated at each node of the sub-

unit. The geomagnetic �eld 
→B and the geoelectric �eld 

→E are expressed as:

→B = ∇ ×
→A
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1
\stackrel{`}{E}=-(\frac{?\stackrel{`}{A}}{?t}+?f)
2

The basic equation of the three-dimensional IGF mathematical model is (Ma, 2016):

\frac{1}{{\mu }_{0}}\nabla \times \nabla \times \overrightarrow{A}+\sigma \left(\frac{\partial
\overrightarrow{A}}{\partial t}+\nabla \phi \right)=\overrightarrow{{J}_{s}}
3
\nabla \bullet \sigma \bullet \left(\frac{\partial \overrightarrow{A}}{\partial t}+\nabla \phi \right)=0
4

where {\sigma } is the conductivity of the conductive medium.

The interface conditions of different conductivity regions are:

{e}_{n}\times \left(\frac{1}{{\mu }_{0}}\nabla \times \overrightarrow{{A}_{2}}-\frac{1}{{\mu }_{0}}\nabla
\times \overrightarrow{{A}_{1}}\right)=0
5
\overrightarrow{{A}_{2}}=\overrightarrow{{A}_{1}}
6
{\phi }_{2}={\phi }_{1}
7
{e}_{n}\bullet {\sigma }_{2}\left(\frac{\partial \overrightarrow{{A}_{2}}}{\partial t}+\nabla {\phi }_{2}\right)=
{e}_{n}\bullet {\sigma }_{1}\left(\frac{\partial \overrightarrow{{A}_{1}}}{\partial t}+\nabla {\phi }_{1}\right)
8

{\sigma }_{1} and {\sigma }_{2} are the conductivities, {A}_{1} and {A}_{2} are the vector magnetic
potentials, and {\phi }_{1} and {\phi }_{2} are the scalar magnetic potentials of the land and sea,
respectively.

The boundary of the earth conductor area satis�es the �rst boundary condition:

\overrightarrow{{A}_{2}}=\overrightarrow{{A}_{0}}
9

The boundary of the air area satis�es the second boundary condition:

{e}_{n}\times \left(\frac{1}{{\mu }_{0}}\nabla \times
\overrightarrow{{A}_{2}}\right)=\overrightarrow{{K}_{0}}
10

Equation 10 speci�es the tangent component of the geomagnetic �eld as the boundary condition and
applies in the form of surface current density \overrightarrow{{K}_{0}}. The ground serves as the interface
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between the earth conductor and the air area (Figure 1). According to current continuity at the interface,
there is

{e}_{n}\bullet \sigma \times \left(\frac{\partial \overrightarrow{A}}{\partial t}+\nabla \phi \right)=0
11

Equations (3) to (11) are the basic equations and boundary conditions of the 3-D geoelectric �eld
boundary value problem in time domain. When the speci�c forms of the current source Js in Ω2 and the
conductivity distribution in Ω1 are given, the \overrightarrow{A} and {\phi } of each node of any sub-unit
in the �eld can be obtained. Then when all the sub-units are combined, the \overrightarrow{B} and
\overrightarrow{E} in the solution domain are obtained from formulas (1) and (2). We use the AC/DC
module in the COMSOL AB Multiphysics®v.5.4. software developed at Stockholm in Sweden and
available at cn.comsol.com to calculate and simulate the ground conductivity and IGF distribution.

3 Model Setup
In the modeling procedure, the conductivity of land and seabed is set to a typical value of 0.01 S/m up to
100km below the surface since both land and seabed belong to the lithosphere. Taking into account the
skin effect of the electromagnetic �eld, the skin depth is calculated for a surface current of frequency of
0.003 Hz and current density 100 A/m2 in the ground with a conductivity of 0.01 S/m. The calculation
results show that the electromagnetic �eld at a depth of 400km is ~1% of the surface electromagnetic
�eld. Therefore, the lower boundary of the model is set at a depth of 400km. In order to avoid the
in�uence of the lateral boundary conditions on the IGF, the left and right boundaries are set at 500km
from the center. At the lateral tion boundaries, the electromagnetic wave is complteley absorbed though
theoretically the boundary can extend to in�nity.

The ocean depth is set at 4 km considering the average global ocean depth of 3688 m, and the ocean
conductivity is set at 4 S/m, the average conductivity of sea water. Since geomagnetic disturbances arise
mainly from the changes in the storm-time ionospheric current, these disturbances are simulated by
assuming the current. Following Pulkkinen et al. (2007), the current is considered as a thin uniform
current sheet at a height of 100 km above the earth's surface. Assuming that the ionospheric current
frequency is 0.003 Hz, the surface current density is set at 100 A/m2. The surface current in the model
starts from the boundary on one side to the boundary on the corresponding side, which is a continuous
current that runs through the entire model. The ionospheric current generates magnetic waves
propagating down to the earth and induces the geoelectric �eld. To simulate the attenuation effect of air
on the waves, the atmospheric conductivity is set at 1.8×10−4 S/m in the region between the ionospheric
current and earth surface. The upper boundary of the model is set 50km above the sheet current, and
electromagnetic waves are completely absorbed at the boundary. Figure 2(a) shows the ground
conductivity model of the land-sea boundary area. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) display the calculated
underground (X-Z plane with Y=0) magnetic �eld and IGF, and Figures 2(d) and 2(e) display the
calculated surface (X-Y plane with Z=0) magnetic �eld and IGF, respectively.
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As shown by Figures 2b and 2d, the magnetic �eld in the ocean area is concentrated on the ocean
surface (reddish-yellow strip in Figure 2b) and does not extend much below the surface; the magnetic
�eld in the land area, though weak at the surface, extends well below the surface. The IGF (Figures 2c and
2e) is concentrated within a small distance on the land side of the land-sea interface, with amplitude up
to 115 mV/km at the center of the interface; beyond the small distance, IGF gradually decreases to nearly
uniform value laterally. In the sea side there is almost no IGF. The main point in Figure 2 is the illustration
of the ‘coastal effect’. That is, IGF gets concentrated within a small area on the land side of the land-sea
interface. The coastal effect therefore should be considered seriously in GIC risk assessment.

Comparing (a) and (b), it can be found that the distribution of IGF in the two �gures is basically the same
without considering the size and frequency of the sheet current. It shows that using this model to analyze
the distribution of IGF is effective.

3.1 Effects of different factors on IGF

As mentioned in section 1, IGF is affected by many factors such as conductivity, ionospheric current
(frequency, magnitude and direction), ocean depth, etc. The effects of these factors on IGF are
investigated in this section.

3.1.1 Effect of conductivity

The conductivity of slate in common sedimentary rocks and metamorphic rocks are found to be in
~0.001-0.1 S/m range and quartzite in magmatic rocks and metamorphic rocks are in ~0.0001-0.01 S/m
range. To cover these ranges, in the model (Figure 2a), we use the lithospheric conductivity in ~0.0001-0.1
S/m range. Other conditions are same as in the model. As shown in Figures 4-5, when the conductivity
increases from 0.0001 to 0.1 S/m, in the land side the maximum IGF (IGFmax) at the center of the land-
sea interface decreases from 368.3 mV/km to 24 mV/km. For all conductivity values, IGF decreases
rapidly within a short distance and stabilizes gradually at a long distance from the interface (Figure 5).
The stars indicate the distances (~20-30 km) where IGF becomes 50% of IGFmax and dots indicate the
distances (~150-90 km) where IGF nearly stabilizes when conductivity increases from 0.0001 to 0.01
S/m. In the sea side, IGF suddenly decreases to a value of zero for all conductivities.

The fact that IGFmax decreases from high to low values (368 mV/km to 24 mV/km) with the increase of
lithospheric conductivity (0.0001 to 0.01 S/m) indicates that the conductivity is a major factor in�uencing
the IGF in coastal areas. The greater the difference in electrical conductivity between land and ocean, the
greater the magnitude of IGF generated in the land-sea boundary area, and the more severe the impact of
the coastal effect.

3.1.2 Effects of ionospheric current

The ionospheric current during geomagnetic storms can affect IGF through changes in frequency,
magnitude and direction. The effects of these aspects are studied here. The storm-time ionospheric
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current is found to have periodic variations with periods ~100-1000s (Xu, 2000). We use current of
frequency 0.001-0.01 Hz; all other conditions remain the same as in the model (Figure 2a).

The simulation results (Figures 6-7) show that IGFmax decreases rapidly from 153 mV/km to 52 mV/km
when the current frequency increases from 0.001 Hz to 0.01 Hz. The decrease of IGF with distance from
the interface (Figure 7) is similar to that for the conductivity (Figure 5) though IGFmax for the current
case is only about half. Stars and dots indicate the distance where IGF becomes 50% of IGFmax (~25-65
km) and nearly stabilizes (~125-60 km), respectively, for frequency 0.001-0.006 Hz. Like conductivity, the
ionospheric current frequency is a major factor in�uencing the strength IGF in coastal areas.

The effect of ionospheric current density on IGF is shown in Figure 8; (a), (b) and (c) are surface IGF for
current density 50 A/m2, 100 A/m2 and 200 A/m2 with all other conditions same as in the model (Figure
2a). As shown, magnitude of IGFmax at the interface is nearly equal to that of current density indicting
that the severity of IGF (and GIC) depends directly on the severity of storm-time ionospheric current. To
study the effect of ionospheric current direction, the current (100 A/m2) is changed to be parallel to the
land-sea interface; all other conditions are same as for Figure 8b. In this case (Figure 8d), there is no IGF
at the interface and IGF in inland areas is slightly decreased compared to when the current is
perpendicular to the interface (Figure 8b). The results (Figure 8) indicate that IGF (and GIC) are strong in
coastal areas where the current is perpendicular to the sea-land interface.

3.1.3 Effect of ocean depth

The ocean is generally considered to have two parts, the sea and ocean. The ocean is the main body
which has a depth of ~3-100 km and sea is the shallow ocean-land boundary having depth up to 3 km.
The coastal area includes the coastal land area and the adjacent sea-ocean boundary area. Considering
that there is rarely any deep ocean in the sea-land boundary area, the ocean depth is set to vary from 1 to
3 km. All other conditions remain the same as in the model (Figure 2a). There is only a small change in
IGF (Figure 9) when ocean depth increases from 1 to 3 km.

The corresponding IGFmax at the interface is found to decrease by a small amount from 139.2 mV/km to
100 mV/km. With distance from the interface, the IGF rapidly decreases and becomes nearly constant at
~50 km away from the interface for all ocean depths (line curves not shown). The results indicate that
the ocean depth has only a minor effect on IGF.

4 Modeling The Igf In Jiaodong Peninsula
Jiaodong Peninsula (JDP, Figure 10a) is located in the north-eastern coastal area of China at
(34.4 -38.4 N, 114.3 -122.7 E). In order to protect the power grids of JDP from getting damaged due to
large GIC, it is necessary to analyze the distribution of IGF in JDP. As discussed in section 3, lithospheric
conductivity has strong impacts on IGF distribution in coastal areas. We obtain a realistic conductivity
model in JDP covering its land-sea boundaries and simulate the distribution of IGF in JDP.
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The electrical conductivity distribution map of JDP (Figure 10a) is obtained from China's deep geological
section data set surveyed by the Institute of Geology (China Earthquake Administrator) and the China
Environmental Geology zoning map drawn by the Institute of Hydrogeology and Environmental Geology
(IHEG) of the Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences. The inset Table in Figure 10a lists the electrical
conductivity distribution at different depths obtained for zones 1, 2 and 3. By using the listed conductivity
distribution (Figure 10a), we simulate the distribution of IGF in JDP for both east-west and north-south
ionospheric currents. The other parameters used are same as those in model Figure 2a (ionospheric
current density 100 A/m2 and current frequency 0.003Hz) which seem to correspond to large
geomagnetic disturbances.

Figures (10b-c) show the simulated ground magnetic �eld and IGF in JDP for eastward currents and
Figures (10d-e) show the same for northward currents, respectively. The east-west and north-south
ionospheric currents have generated strong geomagnetic �eld in the sea-land boundary areas especially
on the south and north sides and east side (Figure 10b-d), respectively; the �eld in eastern boundary area
(Figure 10b) and inland area are signi�cantly weak. IGF amplitude for east-west ionospheric current
(Figure 10c) is larger on the southern side of the western land-sea boundary and a small part of the
northern land-sea boundary. IGF on the south side is signi�cantly greater (up to 540 mV/km) than that on
the north side (up to 327 mV/km); and IGF at the land-sea boundary on the east side and most of the
north side is small. Under the north-south ionospheric current (Figure 9e), large-amplitude IGF is
generated at the land-sea boundary area on the north and south sides of the eastern part of JDP; IGF on
the south side is signi�cantly larger (up to 506 mV/km) than that on the north side (up to 175 mV/km). In
particular, IGF is extremely large on bay sea-land boundaries than on non-bay boundaries. The maximum
IGF in bay boundaries is up to 540 mV/km compared to the maximum IGF of 270 mV/km in non-bay
boundaries. The areas of larger IGF amplitudes (or coastal effect) are within the range of a few tens of
kilometers along the coast and IGF in inland areas are signi�cantly small, discussed in section 5.

5 Discussion
As introduced in section 1, the variation of induced geoelectric �eld (IGF) in coastal areas have been
studied earlier using different methods (Liu et al., 2009; Olsen & Kuvshinov, 2004; Gilbert, 2005). For
example, Liu et al. (2009) and Liu and Wang (2016) used a plane wave model and �nite element 3-D
conductivity model, respectively, to calculate the IGF variation in Guangdong (China) during the extreme
geomagnetic storm in 09 November 2004. The 3-D model was found to have 18% better agreement with
the measured data than the 1-D model. Honkonen and Kuvshinov (2018) developed a global 3-D
conductivity model and calculated the distribution of IGF on a global scale under the action of the
equivalent ionospheric current source computed by Pulkkinen et al. (2007). The results have shown that
the IGF in mid and high latitude coastal areas is much larger compared to low latitudes. The maximum
IGF in high latitudes can reach 2.5 V/km and extends hundreds of kilometers inland.

In this paper we have developed a 3-D conductivity model based on the e�cient �nite element numerical
calculation method (section 2). The model was used �rst (section 3) to show that the changes in
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lithospheric conductivity and ionospheric current (frequency, magnitude and direction) and ocean depth
have major and minor effects, respectively, on IGF in coastal areas at mid latitudes. In coastal areas, IGF
develops on the land side with maximum at the interface (IGFmax) due to the accumulation of electric
charge on the less conductive land side. With conductivity increasing from 0.0001 to 0.1 S/m (Figure 3
and Figure 4), IGFmax decreases from a high of ~385 mV/km to a low of 24 mV/km, and IGF rapidly
decreases to ~50% of IGFmax at ~25-75 km and gradually stabilizes at a distances of ~130-25 km from
the interface. Earlier, Santosh et al. (2018) reported IGF stabilizing at a short distance of 15 km from the
interface; this seems to be due to the use of huge current (1 MA) and �nite difference time domain
method. With ionospheric current frequency increasing from 0.002 Hz to 0.01 Hz, IGFmax decreases from
~150 mV/km to 50 mV/km (Figure 5 and Figure 6). With ionospheric current, magnitude of IGFmax is
nearly equal to that of the current density, and IGFmax becomes strongest when the current is
perpendicular to the sea-land interface (Figure 8). Earlier, by using an ionospheric current of frequency
0.001Hz and density 1 A/m, Liu et al. (2017) obtained a much higher IGFmax of 2783 mV/km; they used
land and ocean conductivities of 0.01 S/m and 4 S/m, respectively. With ocean depth, IGFmax decreases
by a comparatively small amount (~140 to 100 mV/km) when the depth increases from 1 km to 5 km
(Figure 9).

Then a realistic 3-D conductivity model of Jiaodong Peninsula (JDP) in China is constructed from
measured data (Figure 10a), which is used to simulate the distribution of IGF in JDP under east-west and
north-south ionospheric currents (section 4). The results (Figures 10b and 10e) indicate an important new
aspect, that is, very strong coastal effect in bay areas. The maximum IGF in bay boundaries is up to 540
mV/km compared to the maximum IGF of 270 mV/km in non-bay boundaries. This is due to the electric
charge accumulating all around the curved low conducting landside of the bay. The IGF on the south
coastal area of JDP, especially in bay areas, is generally stronger than that on the north (Figures 10b and
10e). This may be because the topographic structure of the coastal area on the south side is more
complicated than that on the north side. The sea-land boundary on the north side of the JDP is relatively
smooth with no mountains and valleys, while the sea-land boundary on the south side is uneven. The
electrical conductivity has multiple lateral abrupt changes in the uneven land-sea boundary, which has
caused larger IGF in the coastal areas on the south side of the JDP compared to the north side. It is also
found that the east-west and north-south ionospheric currents have different effects on the eastern and
western coastal areas of JDP. This is because the sea-land boundary is perpendicular to the current. The
land and sea boundaries in the western part of JDP are mostly north-south, and are greatly affected by
the east-west ionospheric current. The eastern sea-land boundary is mostly east-west, and is greatly
affected by the north-south ionospheric current.

6 Conclusions
By developing an earth electrical conductivity model based on �nite element method we �rst modeled the
effects of the factors affecting the induced geoelectric �eld (IGF) in a typical land-sea boundary region.
The model has simulated the effects of the changes in lithospheric conductivity (0.0001-0.1S/m),
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ionospheric current (frequency 0.001-0.01 Hz, density 50-200 A/m2 and direction), and ocean depth (1-5
km) on IGF generation in a typical mid latitude coastal area. The results show that the conductivity,
ionospheric current frequency and current density have major effects and ocean depth has minor effect
on IGF; and perpendicular current has greater effect than parallel current. The IGF develops on the land
side of the interface. The IGF decreases rapidly from IGFmax at the interface to 50% of IGFmax at ~25
km and then gradually decreases and stabilizes at ~125 km inland.

Then by using measured data, we constructed a realistic 3-D conductivity model of China’s Jiaodong
Peninsula (JDP) and simulated the IGF variation under east-west and north-south ionospheric currents.
The results show that geomagnetic �eld disturbances have greater impacts on the coastal area on the
south side of the JDP than on the north side. The east-west ionospheric current has greater impact on the
western coastal areas and north-south ionospheric current has greater impact on the eastern coastal
areas. An important new aspect is the development of extremely large IGF in coastal bay areas. The
results can provide a theoretical basis for the GIC risk assessment of JGP and other coastal areas during
severe space weather events.
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Figure 1

Mathematical model of induced geoelectric �eld (IGF).
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Figure 2

(a) Typical earth conductivity model of the land-sea boundary area, the ionospheric current Js is
perpendicular to the sea-land boundary, the lithospheric conductivity is 0.01 S/m, the current density is
100 A/m2, the current frequency is 0.003 Hz, and the ocean depth is 4 km. (b) and (c) display the
underground magnetic �eld and IGF in X-Z plane (Y=0), and (d) and (e) display the surface magnetic �eld
and IGF in the X-Y plane (Z=0). 

Figure 3

(a) The distribution of IGF calculated by Liu et al. (2017) under the conditions of earth conductivity
0.01S/m, sea water conductivity 4S/m, ocean depth 5km, sheet current 1A/m, and frequency 0.001Hz. (b)
is the same as Figure 2 (c), and the interface area in both (a) and (b) are enlarged in the inset for clarity.
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Figure 4

(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), (f), (g), (h) show the distribution of surface IGF (X-Y plane with Z=0) and
underground IGF (X-Z plane with Y=0), respectively, when the lithospheric conductivity is 0.0001, 0.001,
0.01 and 0.1 S/m (top to bottom). All other conditions are same as in the model (Figure 2a).
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Figure 5

Variation of surface IGF with distance away from the interface for different lithospheric conductivity
(0.0001-0.1 S/m). Stars and dots indicate the distance where IGF becomes 50% of IGFmax and IGF nearly
stabilizes, respectively, for 0.0001-0.01 S/m. Inset shows the variation of IGFmax (blue) and IGF at 50 km
(red) away from the interface with lithospheric conductivity.

Figure 6

(a), (b), (c) and (d), (e), (f) show the distribution of surface IGF and underground IGF, respectively, when
the ionospheric current frequency is 0.002 Hz, 0.006 Hz and 0.01 Hz (top to bottom). All other conditions
are same as in the model (Figure 2a).

Figure 7

Variation surface IGF with distance away from the interface for different ionospheric current frequency
(0.001-0.01HZ). The inset in RHS shows variation of IGFmax (blue) and IGF at 50 km (red) away from the
interface with ionospheric current frequency.
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Figure 8

(a), (b) and (c) show the variation of surface IGF (X-Y plane, Z = 0) for current density 50A/m2, 100A/m2

and 200A/m2. (d) is similar to (b) but current density100 A/m2 is parallel to the interface. All other
conditions are same as in the model (Figure 2a).

Figure 9

(a), (b) and (c) and (d) show the distribution of surface IGF and underground IGF, respectively, for ocean
depth 1 km and 3 km respectively. All other conditions are same as in the model (Figure 2a).
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Figure 10

(a) Shows the electrical conductivity map of Jiaodong Peninsula (JDP) of China with list of the 3-D
conductivity values. (b) and (c), and (d) and (e) are the distribution of the surface magnetic �eld and
surface IGF simulated for eastward (top) and northward (bottom) ionospheric currents, respectively, in
Jiaodong Peninsula (JDP). The results are found to be the same when the current directions are reversed.


